The paper suggests a method for h a 1 reconstructions of a 3D irregular computational grid and the algorithm of its program implementation. Two grid reconstruction operations are used as basic:
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INTRODUCTION -
The Lagrangian method is as extreinely powerful technique for solving gas dynamics problems. However. its drawback is that when flows with severe material strains are computed grid distortion takes place which, in its turn, leads to decreasing timestep value and in some cases to impossibility of further proceeding with the computations without preliminary grid reconstruction.
Lagrangian grid reconstruction was in common practice mainIy in 2 0 codes and, besides, as applied to regular (quadrangular) grids.
Recently interest has quickened in various nonstructured and irregular grids which are much more amenable to various kinds of reconstruction and, moreover, allow to locdize the grid segments subject to reconstruction. Thus the problem arose to develop a technique and program allowing to maintain an acceptable grid during the whole computation of a gas-dynamical problem on the Lagranzian irregular grid whose cells in two dimensions are polygons. Operation of the developed program showed that it can be used to solve practically any gas-dynamical probiems, including problems with severe material strains and vorticity flows. At local reconstructions all problem integral characteristics are retained which positively tells on the compritation accuracy.
Taking into consideration all positive qualities of the program for local reconstructions of the 2D irregular Lagrangian grid, as well as gained experience we made an attempt to develop the technique and program for reconstruction of 3D grids composed of arbitrary polyhedra.
Thus, this paper is devoted to consideration of issues of development of the technique for local reconstructions of 3D grids whose cells are represented with Voronoi bodies i 1,2,3/ at the initial time and with arbitrary polyhedra during furtf-! er grid deformation and reconstruction. A particular attention is therewith paid to the aspects of grid geometry reconstruction and architect ural connections. The paper describes the criteria for local grid reconstructions, as well as results of two model computations are given.
LOCAL RECONSTRUCTIONS OF 3D IRREGULAR LAGRANGIAN COMPUTArIONAL GRID
Preparatory to direct description \Jf the local reconstruction method itself, it is necessary to introduce th 3 notion of the topologic grid structure this method is designed for.
As it was mentioned, in two dimensions irregular grid cells are represented with arbitrary polygons whosc vertices are grid nodes /4/. The topologic structure of the grid is determined with connections of its nodes. Each 2D grid node has exactly three neighbors. Similarly, in three dimensions cells are represented in the general case with arbitrary polyhedra and the number of connections i:i each node equals four. This grid feature was determining at development of the method of local grid reconstructions.
The local grid reconstruction operations in two dimensions were based on two basic operations: paste of two cells having a common edge and cut of one cell into two with some straight line. Introduction ofjust these two operations is accounted for by the following considerations:
1) both the operations are correspondent with the basic requirement of grid reconstruction, that is allow to xefine or coarsen the grid, if needed; 2) the cell cut and paste operations do not alter the topological structure of the grid; 3) being elementary operations on grid cells, these operations can be used as blocks to construct other, rnorc: complex grid reconstruction operations.
Basing on the experience of using the grid cell cut and paste operations in two dimensions try to apply these operations to 3D polyhedral grid reconstruction.
By analogy with two dimensions we base on the fact that the volume of the cells surrounding those being reconstructed does not vary at cell cut and paste operation execution. This condition is useful both at --grid gas-dynamical value updating and when the condition of convexity of all the cells upon grid reconstruction is met.
To meet the condition laid down, find the dependence of cell volume variation on displacement of one of the cell nodes.
Variation in cell volume
of an arbitrary cell node.
Consider an arbitrary polyhedral cell (Fig. 1 ).
J I'
An irregular 3D grrd cell. Suppose that its node I has moved to the point 1'. Estimate the variation in the J ceI1 volume. We computc the cell volume as the sum of volumes of the tetrahedra for which the vertices of each are the center of the cell, the center of the face and two nojes of this face. Note that the change in the cell volume will result from deformation of only those tetrahedra which rest on the faces adjacent to the node I. Consider how the volumes of the terahedra adjacent to one of such faces j will change (Fig. 2 ).
1
Polyhedral 3D grid cell face Fig.2 .
At an arbitrary displacement of riode 1 of the face j the total change in the volumes of the tetrahedra adjacent to this face is estimated by the relation
where 5' -the radius vector passed from the cell center to the node i of the facej (i=2, ..., nj); -+ -the radius vector passed froin the (,ell center to the node being displaced; r,' -the radius vector passed from the cell center to t h e j face center; nj -the number of nodes of the facej selected counter-clockwise if one looks from the cell center. The dashed vahes characterize the face after displacement of node 1.
Summing the volume changes over a1 1 faces adjacent to node 1 and collecting similar terns we obtain 
This formula is the milestone of th,: whole method of polyhedral grid Iocal reconstructions. In particular, the corollary of the law derived by us is the fact that when node 1 of cell J moves in the plane given by the equation does not change.
Cell past e
Consider two arbitrary cells, JI and JZ , having a common face (Fig. 3) .
Two cells with a comnion face. Their paste should reduce to removal of the common face, i.e.
---.___ actual removal of nodes lying on it, from the system of connections. However, in doing so the volumes of the cclls adjacent to the celfs being pasted will change, hence, the condition of conservation of volumes set up at the beginning of this section will b? not met.
To avoid this, it is necessary to more the nodes connected to the common face nodes so that the volumes adjacent to those being pasted be recovered.
Let AVki be the changes in the volumcs of the cells having common faces simultaneously with cells J1 and 52. Consider two such neighboring cells IC1 and K2 (Fig.4) . 3D irregular grid element at junction of four cells. The node 1 2 surrounded by the cells JI, J2, KI and K'2 is removed from the face common for the cells JZ and J2, i.e. its connection with the nodes ZI and 13 is replaced with the conneclion between the nodes IZ and
13.
In order to find new coordinates of :he nodes ZI and 13 for which the volumes of the cells KI and K 2 do not change, the following algorithm is suggested: The first equation of this system corresponds to conservation of volume of the ZI node cell which does not contain the node 1 2 and two second equations correspond to recovery cf the KZ and KZ cell volumes.
This equation system has a unique solution if its principal determinant is nori-zero, i.e.
Geometrically this means that no two planes of the three are parallel to one another. Assume that in this equation system two parallel planes are found. This means th& when the node ZI with the coordinates ( X I ? y~ ,ZZ ) moves in the plarie a retaining the volume of some cell LZ the volume of another cell LZ IS simultaneously retained. As the plane retaining the volume of the cell L I has only one common point with this cell then, hence, it does not a's0 intersect the cell L2, i.e. all four nodes connected to ZI lie on one side of some plane (Fig.5) . Therefore, two other cells the node 11 belongs to must be concave. Hence, when the determinant of the equation system for estimation of some node displacement equals 0 it is necessary first to correct concavity at that node. The correction of concave cells will be described below. Hence, the geometric aspects of the problem of pasting two cells with conservation of volumes of the cells contacting them are solved.
Cell cut
At cutting a cell J the section plane s e d to cut the cell into two new should be determined. When all points of intersection of this plane with the cell edges are found and new ce!l and node connections are determined we obtain two new cells JI and ,J2 (Fig.6) .
Example of polyhedral cell cut with a plane However, it should be noted that tht: volumes of the cells adjacent to the J cell faces intersected by the cut plane may be changed if the above faces are not planar. Adhering to the idea of conservation of cell volumes at execution of the local grid reconstruction operations we should move the cell nodes connected to the nodes of the face appearing at the cut so as to recover the cell volumes, that is make the operation inverse to that which took place at cell paste. By virtue of complete identity of these operations, we will not repeat description of the algorithm. 
Correction of concavities
During local reconstruction concavil-ies may appear which should be corrected to proceed with the computation. Otherwise cells will turn inside out and the grid will become "tangled". We will consider the cell J as concave at the node Z if the mixed product of the regular three of vectors is (6 < )<O, where 5--the vecior connecting the node I with its neighbor I k , with k being not equal to the address of the cell J in the package of the I node cell connections (Fig.7) . Hereinafter for the concavity value we take the absolute vafue of the mixed product of vectors (6 ,< ,< ).
Fragment of polyhedral ceil J containing concavity at the node Z Fig 7. 2) The node Ij located at the i-th address of the package (i=1,2,3,4) does not belong to the cell J;
3) If the node Z belongs to the boundary then the lower-numbered addresses contain the numbers of the cells surrounding it and then the numbers of the boundary conditions folhw;
4) The cells surrounding the node Z will be Sonvex at that node when the following conditions are satisfied:
To correct concavity in the cell J, move the node Z to the point I'
lying on the plane of nodes 11, ZZ and I3 so that variations in the volumes of the other cells of the node I be equal be< ween themselves. This can be easily done using formulas (I), (2) . Evidently, concavity in the node Z will be thereby corrected, but, following the idea of conservation of cell volumes at local grid reconstruction, it is necessary to recover the changed cell volumes.
Thus, the problem arises: how one can recover the volumes so that the concavities which can arise in doing so be minimal.
Recover the changed cell volumes through movement of the nodes 11, 1 2 and 13. The variations in the volumes of the cells JI, J2 and J3 at displacement of the node Z (consider :hem as different to retain generality of the conclusions) may be coinputed by formulas (I), (2) . Denote them as AV1, AVa, AV3, respectivelp. By moving the node I1 one can simultaneously recover some fractions Jf volumes of the cells J3 and J2. Denote the factors of these fractions as a, and PI, respectively. Then, according to formulas (l), ( 2 ) , disp1aceme:it of the node I1 is estimated by the linear equation system where coefficients C,, ,Cyz and C,, are estimated by formulas (2) ,(3).
Similar equation systems can be written for the nodes ZZ and 13. The unknown coefficients a, and a can be used for solving the aboveformulated problem of concavity minimiza ion.
Displacement of the node 1 1 can kad to change in volumes of sixteen tetrahedra. Vertices of four of these tetrahedra lie immediately at the point II. Vertices of other twelve tetrahedra .lie in the nodes connected to the node 11, three in each. Denote the volumes of each XI --x y , -y 2, -2 x, --x y2 -y 2 2 -2 x3 --x Y3 -y z 3 -z tetrahedra as Vi (i= I ,..., 16) before the displacement of the node 1 1 and as Vi' after the displacement. Express the va1uc.s Vi' through Vi , a, and PI. Thus, the problem of concavity correction is solved for one node. When there are concavities in several nodes, the correction begins with the node having the maximum concavity value modulo. The condition of concavity minimization satisfied at cell volume recovery leads to successive decrease in the maximum conck vity value and eventually to correction of all concavities.
The problem of concavity correcticn in the internal node was considered above. When there are concawties in boundary nodes, the whole described procedure remains valid wS th the only difference that the equations of conservation of or variation in volumes of corresponding cells are replaced with the equations of thc surface limiting the problem solution region.
The procedure of concavity correction with conservation of volumes can be used not only after local ;rid reconstructions, but also immediately for grid correction during gas-dynamical problem computation.
CRITERIA FOR APPLICATIOK OF POLYHEDRAL 3D GRID LOCAL RECONSTRUCTIONS

P
In the previous section we presented general description for local rations of polyhedral grid reconstru stion. For automatic grid reconstruction during problem computation it is necessary to develop threshold criteria for execution of one or another grid reconstruction operation.
Basing on the experience of simiiar grid correction in two dimensions, for the parameters the grid state is estimated with we selected the following dimensionless values: RI-the ratio of the characteristic cell size to the length of the maximum Depending on the values of the estilnating parameters Ri the cut operation for a particular cell was executee if the following criteria were met:
where the superscript n is the number of the tiinestep, d:-the maximum cell diagonal at the n-th tin:estep. This condition may be interpreted as cut of cells tending to Aongation. The number 0.25 corresponds to elongation of the initiiilly unstrained Voronoi cell a little inore than by a factor of two (for the Voronoi cell this parameter 4 . 6 , for a cube 4.44).
I7
2) R3 >2. This criterion prevents enlargernect of individual cells possible from the paste operations. 3) R4 >30. The sense of this criterion is evident, it counteracts appearance of cells with a great number of faces. Recall that the Voronoi body contains 14 faces, while 2 cell obtained from pasting two such cells along a hexagonal face has 20 faces. Each cell was cut by a plane perpendicular to the straight line segment connecting centers of faces maximally apart from one another and halving the line.
A cell was pasted with one of its neighbors when the following criteria were met: I) R2 <0.4. Moreover, the number of cells covered by this criterion should not be higher than the number of sells cut by the criterion RI. 2) R3 e0.4. The criterion serves to equalize grid cell sizes in a local vicinity, in particular, to remove small cells surrounded by larger neighbors.
3) R4 6. Removal of cells which are tetrahedra.
The neighbor is selected by a set of the follo "ving criteria:
At cell paste of much importance is proper selection of a neighbor.
the cell volume is minimal; the surface area of the face separating the cells to be pasted is maximal; the maximum diagonal of the cell obtiined at the paste is minimal. By the parameter data set each neighbor candidate was granted a priority and the neighbor of maximum prio; ity was selected.
As the methodical computation prac:ice showed, these criteria for the polyhedral grid local reconstruction opzrations were quite suEcient to maintain the grid in a form corres?ondent to the Lagrangian computation requirements.
-I
3. MODEL COMPUT.4TIONS
1-
We used two model problems for te:ting the program. Setting up the first problem was kindly presented for LS by Dr.D.Burton (LLNL). In this problem each grid node of the regim which is originally a cube (Fig.9) is thrusted velocity estimated bj the node coordinates and problem time. From the above figures it is seen that the unstrained region part cells were not subjected to reconstruction and, vice versa, a more active reconstruction took place in the region part where the cells were compressed and stretched during the probf 3m computation.
The grid reconstruction program was called every 5 timesteps. First the computation was made at a const ant step z= IO4. From the time 0.2 a variable timestep was introduced which was estimated by the formula: where Vi" -the volume of the i-th cell at the n-th timestep. Table I gives comparative characteristics for two versions of this problem computation. Activity of the grid reconstruction program operation increases as the region strain grows. The maximum quantity of cut cells at one program call was -40, of pasted cells -30. From the above results it is seen that in the computation with grid recmstructions the cells are more compact than in the computation withou: reconstructions. It should be noted that in the problem the flow character itself does not lead to degeneration of cells to self-intersecting cells in the computation without grid reconstructions. At worst, they become stretched and non-convex.
We made one more model computation where the polyhedral grid reconstruction program was used more int xsely.
Like in the first computation, strain of the region which originally was a cube depended on a given velocity field. Velocity in each grid node was determined by a set of relations: The projections of the strained probiem region at various times are given below (on the left without recon;tructions, on the right with reconstructions).
;E I !::
t-0.8
In contrast to the previous probiem, in this problem in the computation without reconstructions by time t=0.6 cells of negative volume appear. This, of course, does not take place in the computation with reconstructions. The timestep s i x in the computation with reconstructions was estimated by the s m e formula as in the first problem. In the computation without reconstructions the timestep was limited from below with the constant I ( -3. Table 2 gives comparative characteristics for two versions of this problem computation. Table 2 Time 
